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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 29th, 2023 

 

Bridgehead IT Announces Strategic Partnership with SideKick Operators, 
Forms Bridgehead IT Holdings 

San Antonio, TX — Bridgehead IT, a leading provider of enterprise-level IT solutions, today announced the 
formation of Bridgehead IT Holdings ahead of accelerated growth. The new company is the result of a strategic 
partnership between Bridgehead IT and SideKick Operators, an operationally focused investment and advisory 
firm that specializes in advising businesses on large-scale growth and expansion.  

“We are excited to partner with SideKick Operators,” said Wes Bunch, CEO of Bridgehead IT. “We are well 
positioned to be the partner of choice for businesses seeking leading-edge, enterprise IT services. Together, we 
are confident that we can reach more businesses with our turnkey technology solutions that support every size 
company and industry.” 

This partnership is a significant step forward for Bridgehead IT. With the support of SideKick Operators, the 
company is well-positioned to achieve its goal of becoming a nation-wide leader in enterprise-level IT solutions. 

“Bridgehead IT is a great example of a company that is poised for tremendous growth,” said Justin Steen, CEO of 
SideKick Operators. “They have a strong team in place, a proven track record of success, and a clear vision for 
the future. We are thrilled to partner with them and share in their mission.” 
 
As part of the partnership, SideKick Operators will provide Bridgehead IT with proven strategic guidance and 
access to its network of relationships. This will allow Bridgehead IT to strategically expand to new locations, grow 
its workforce, and acquire complementary businesses.  
 
“This partnership is a major milestone for Bridgehead IT,” said Bunch. “It will allow us to take our business to the 
next level and redefine the future of how companies are powered by technology.” 

 

About SideKick Operators 
For more than 4 decades, the partners of SideKick Operators have been building long lasting and sustainable companies across 
North America. SideKick is a strategic investment and advisory firm investing in mission critical trades providing repair, 
maintenance, inspection, and testing services. The company joins in partnership with business leaders to build national brand 
reputations through operational excellence. SideKick comes from a history with a deep-rooted appreciation for founder and family-
owned businesses.  https://www.sidekickoperators.com/ 

  Press Contact: 

Chris Galvan   |  cgalvan@sidekickoperators.com    

About Bridgehead IT 
Bridgehead IT is headquartered in San Antonio, TX and is a leading provider of IT solutions for businesses. Led by co-founders 
Wes Bunch, CEO, and Chris Brandvik, COO, they serve clients ranging from publicly traded, global entities to mid-sized local 
businesses. Bridgehead IT focuses on end-to-end, custom-tailored technology services engineered to meet business needs.  
https://www.bridgeheadit.com/  


